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Highly distinct features of spherical tokamaks (ST), such as National Spherical Torus eXperiment
(NSTX) and NSTX-U, result in a different fusion plasma regime with unique physics properties
compared to conventional tokamaks. Nonlinear global gyrokinetic simulations critical for address-
ing turbulence and transport physics in the ST regime have led to new insights. The drift wave
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instability characterized by intrinsic mode asymmetry is identified in
strongly rotating NSTX L-mode plasmas. While the strong E! B shear associated with the rotation
leads to a reduction in KH/ion temperature gradient turbulence, the remaining fluctuations can pro-
duce a significant ion thermal transport that is comparable to the experimental level in the outer
core region (with no “transport shortfall”). The other new, important turbulence source identified in
NSTX is the dissipative trapped electron mode (DTEM), which is believed to play little role in con-
ventional tokamak regime. Due to the high fraction of trapped electrons, long wavelength DTEMs
peaking around khqs " 0:1 are destabilized in NSTX collisionality regime by electron density and
temperature gradients achieved there. Surprisingly, the E! B shear stabilization effect on DTEM
is remarkably weak, which makes it a major turbulence source in the ST regime dominant over col-
lisionless TEM (CTEM). The latter, on the other hand, is subject to strong collisional and E! B
shear suppression in NSTX. DTEM is shown to produce significant particle, energy and toroidal
momentum transport, in agreement with experimental levels in NSTX H-modes. Moreover,
DTEM-driven transport in NSTX parametric regime is found to increase with electron collision fre-
quency, providing one possible source for the scaling of confinement time observed in NSTX
H-modes. Most interestingly, the existence of a turbulence-free regime in the collision-induced
CTEM to DTEM transition, corresponding to a minimum plasma transport in advanced ST colli-
sionality regime, is predicted. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4933216]

I. INTRODUCTION

The low-aspect ratio spherical tokamak (ST) experi-
ments explore an alternative roadmap towards fusion energy
production compared to that of conventional tokamaks. STs,
such as the National Spherical Torus eXperiment (NSTX)
and its upgrade NSTX-U, are characterized by high-b (the
ratio of plasma pressure to magnetic pressure), very strong
toroidal rotation due to neutral beam injected momentum,
large q# (the ratio of ion gyroradius to the plasma minor ra-
dius), strong toroidicity and shaping, etc. Such highly dis-
tinct features result in a different fusion plasma regime with
unique physics properties, including transport and confine-
ment behaviors, compared to conventional tokamaks.

In general, the free energy associated with non-uniform
profiles of magnetically confined non-equilibrium plasmas
drives various micro-instabilities in fusion experiments. The
resulting turbulent fluctuations in electric and magnetic
fields, density, temperature, and flows are responsible for
anomalous particle, momentum, and energy transport in such
systems. In conventional tokamak regimes, drift wave insta-
bilities of ion temperature gradient (ITG) mode and

collisionless trapped electron mode (CTEM) are believed to
be the prime sources for generating low-k fluctuations (about
and larger than the ion gyroradius scale) and anomalous
transport that are widely observed in experiments. In NSTX,
high-k fluctuations of electron gyroradius scale are also
observed and could be one mechanism for driving anoma-
lous electron transport. Low-k fluctuations, on the other
hand, remain important in determining NSTX transport and
confinement. This is supported by experimental observations
that ion toroidal momentum transport is always much higher
than neoclassical level and that ion energy transport is signif-
icantly anomalous in L-modes.1 It is certainly possible that
low-k fluctuations can also drive large energy transport in
the electron channel, contributing to the highly anomalous
level observed in experiments. However, the sources of low-
k fluctuations in STs remain unclear. In particular, ST plas-
mas usually have a very large toroidal rotation that creates a
strong E! B flow, and the associated E! B flow shear is of-
ten strong enough to stabilize most of the low-k instability,
including ITG and CTEM. We show that electron collisions
can produce an even stronger stabilizing effect on CTEM in
the NSTX parametric regime. Important effects of STs on
micro-instabilities also include: large trapped particle frac-
tion; finite q# (up to a factor of ten times greater in NSTXa)Electronic mail: wwang@pppl.gov
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and NSTX-U than those of conventional tokamaks), which
makes global effects particularly important for transport;
enhanced toroidicity and strong shaping, which impact the
threshold and growth rate of microinstabilities,2 trapped par-
ticle fraction, and zonal flow damping;3 high-b, which may
make electromagnetic effects much more important in deter-
mining plasma transport. Also because of these, it is crucial,
while highly challenging, to use global gyrokinetic simula-
tions to address instabilities, turbulence, and transport
physics in STs, taking into account the comprehensive influ-
ence of realistic geometry, collisionality, strong toroidal
flow, and associated E! B flow.

This nonlinear gyrokinetic study focuses on the investiga-
tion of distinct turbulence sources responsible for transport and
confinement in the unique spherical tokamak regime. Two non-
traditional turbulence sources found to be important in the ST
regime through global gyrokinetic simulations of NSTX
experiments are the drift wave Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) insta-
bility and the dissipative trapped electron mode (DTEM). The
topics to be discussed in this paper include: how KH mode and
DTEM are identified; what are their linear and nonlinear fea-
tures; what roles they play in driving plasma transport for
NSTX and NSTX-U, namely, whether they drive experimen-
tally relevant transport; and how they possibly contribute to the
confinement scaling observed in STs. An interesting prediction
is the potential existence of a minimum plasma transport state
in advanced ST collisionality regime. Future experimental
identification of KH and DTEM is also discussed.

The paper is organized as follows. Sec. II briefly
describes the gyrokinetic simulation model used in this
study. Sec. III presents linear and nonlinear studies of toroi-
dal flow shear effects with a focus on the identification of the
drift wave KH mode and the clarification of its contribution
to NSTX transport. Identification of DTEM and its contribu-
tion to NSTX transport are presented in Sec. IV. DTEM is
shown to survive the strong E! B shear, making it an
important turbulence source that can dominate over CTEM
under ST conditions. Collisionality dependence of both
DTEM and CTEM-driven transport is discussed in Sec. V. In
particular, DTEM-driven transport in the NSTX parametric
regime is shown to produce the same trend as that of the con-
finement scaling observed in ST experiments. The existence
of a minimum plasma transport regime that future advanced
STs may access is predicted. In Sec. VI, the effect of short
scale fluctuations on the ST confinement scaling is discussed.
A summary and discussion are given in Sec. VII.

II. GYROKINETIC SIMULATION MODEL

In this work, our global turbulence simulation studies
are carried out using the Gyrokinetic Tokamak Simulation
(GTS) code.4,5 The GTS code is based on a generalized gyro-
kinetic simulation model using a df particle-in-cell approach,
and incorporates the comprehensive influence of non-
circular cross section, realistic plasma profiles, plasma rota-
tion, neoclassical physics, and Coulomb collisions.

First, we give a brief description of some of the latest
features of GTS gyrokinetic simulation model applied to the
studies reported in this paper. In the electrostatic limit (used

for this work), GTS solves the modern gyrokinetic equation
in conservative form for the particle gyro-center distribution
function faðZ; tÞ of species-a as follows:6

@fa

@t
þ 1

B#
rZ ' _ZB#fa

! "
¼
X

b

C fa; fb½ *: (1)

Here, Z represents the 5-dimensional gyro-center phase
space variables, the equation of _Z describes the drift orbit of
the gyro-center in phase space, B# ¼ Bþ ðmavk=eaÞb̂ 'r
! b̂ with b ¼ B=B; vk, ea, and ma as the parallel velocity,
particle charge, and mass, respectively, and C½fa; fb* is the
Coulomb collision operator. Note that rZ ' ð _ZB#Þ ¼ 0 repre-
sents the phase space incompressibility. Equation (1) is
solved using a df approach based on the principle of impor-

tance sampling, for which fa ¼ ð1+ a ead/
Ta
Þfa;0 þ dfa, where

fa;0 is a prescribed background distribution function, Ta is the

background temperature, and d/ , /+ h/i is the total
potential perturbation / without its zonal potential h/i.
The term +ead/

Ta
fa;0 represents the so-called adiabatic

response, and a is a numerical factor set to a¼ 0 for ions and
a ¼ 1 or 0 for electrons. Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
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where

Cl dfað Þ ¼ C dfa; 1+ a
ebd/

Tb

# $
fb;0

% &

þ C dfb; 1+ a
ead/

Ta

# $
fa;0

% &

is a linearized collision operator, and

C0 ¼ C 1+ a
ead/

Ta

# $
fa;0; 1+ a

ebd/
Tb

# $
fb;0

" #

:

Note that both turbulent and neoclassical physics are
included in Eq. (2). Comparing to Eq. (1), the only approxi-
mation used in Eq. (2) is the neglect of the nonlinear colli-
sion terms C½dfa; dfb*.

For clarity of presentation, we now focus our discussion
on ions (a¼ 0), without losing generality. Most naturally, the
background f0 is chosen to be the neoclassical equilibrium
solution, which satisfies

1

B#
rZ ' _Z0B#fa0

! "
¼
X

b

C0 f0ð Þ; (3)

where _Z0 describes unperturbed drift orbits, including the
magnetic drift and the equilibrium E! B drift. However, the
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neoclassical equilibrium solution is unknown analytically.
Consequently, a shifted Maxwellian distribution with either
model or experimental density, temperature, and toroidal
rotation profiles is taken to be the background f0. Eq. (2)
becomes

@df

@t
þ 1

B#
rZ ' _ZB#df

! "
¼ + 1

B#
rZ ' _ZB#fSM

! "
þ Cl dfð Þ:

(4)

Here, we neglect the ion-electron collisions since they are
much less frequent than the ion-ion collisions. Again, the
neoclassical physics is retained in Eq. (4). By replacing _Z
with ð _Z + _Z0Þ in the first term of the right hand side of
the equation above, the neoclassical physics is removed.
This is equivalent to assuming that fSM is the neoclassical
equilibrium solution of Eq. (3). Consequently, it is optional
in GTS to either (i) include neoclassical physics in turbu-
lence simulations self-consistently or (ii) take a neoclassi-
cal radial electric field as an input into the turbulence
simulation.

In the df particle-in-cell approach for solving the kinetic
equations, a particle weight “w” is introduced as a new
dimension in addition to the physical phase space Z.7

Specifically, for solving Eq. (4), the marker particle distribu-
tion function FðZ;w; tÞ in the extended phase space ðZ;wÞ is
advanced according to the following kinetic equation:

@F

@t
þ 1

B#
rZ ' _ZB#Fð Þ þ @

@w
_wFð Þ ¼ Cl Fð Þ: (5)

The equation of _Z describes the gyrocenter trajectories in the
physical phase space Z. The equation for the particle weight is

_w ¼ 1+ w

fSM
+ 1

B#
rZ ' _ZB#fSM

! "% &
þ g w+ hwið Þ; (6)

where _Z ¼ _Z or ð _Z + _Z0Þ corresponds to with or without
self-consistent neoclassical physics, respectively, hwi
¼
Ð

dwFw=
Ð

dwF is an average weight, and g is a function
independent of w and to be determined later. The weight
equation (6) is determined by requiring that the marker parti-
cle kinetic equation, Eq. (5), can reproduce Eq. (4) with
df ¼

Ð
dwFw. This can be readily proven by following the

procedure given in Ref. 8.
Now we determine the function g. It is very important to

note that, in particle simulations, the distribution function is
sampled by markers and is evolved by advancing these markers
along phase space trajectories according to dZ=dt ¼ _Z and
dw=dt ¼ _w, and subjected to Coulomb collisions. This actually
solves the following equation:

@F

@t
þ _Z 'rZFþ _w

@F

@w
¼ Cl Fð Þ: (7)

Therefore, equating Eq. (7) to Eq. (5) results in @ _w=@w ¼ 0,
in addition to rZ ' ð _ZB#Þ ¼ 0. Namely, the extended phase
space ðZ;w) is also incompressible. This determines the
function g in Eq. (5) and results in an accurate weight equa-
tion given by

_w ¼ 1+ w

fSM
+ _Z 'rZfSM

! "
þ w+ hwi

fSM
+ _Z 'rZfSM

! "
: (8)

When compared to other weight schemes that are widely
used in many df codes, our scheme contains an extra term on
the right hand side (second term), which is essential to
ensure phase space incompressibility @ _w=@w ¼ 0.

The electrical potential / is obtained from solving a
gyrokinetic Poisson equation as follows:9

+r? '
Zini;0

BXi
r?/ ¼ dni + dne; (9)

where Xi and Zi are the ion cyclotron frequency and charge
number, respectively, ni;0 is the equilibrium ion density, and
dni and dne are the total ion and electron density fluctuations,
respectively. GTS used to solve the gyrokinetic Poisson
equation in integral form.10 Now, Eq. (9) is solved by using
a finite element based solver on a triangular mesh in general
tokamak geometry and flux coordinates. More specifically,
we can separate Eq. (9) into two coupled equations for the
turbulent potential d/ and the zonal potential h/i, respec-
tively, and solve them iteratively.

III. FLOW SHEAR DRIVEN DRIFT WAVE KELVIN-
HELMHOLTZ INSTABILITY

It is generally believed that the prospects for achieving
high quality plasma performance in magnetically confined
plasmas will be significantly enhanced by optimizing plasma
flow characteristics. This can play a critical role in both con-
trolling macroscopic plasma instabilities (e.g., resistive wall
mode and neoclassical tearing mode) and in reducing energy
loss due to plasma micro-turbulence.

A. Impact of toroidal flow on low-k instabilities via its
contribution to E3B shear effect

In toroidal fusion devices, plasmas can rotate in both to-
roidal and poloidal directions. The toroidal rotation V/ usu-
ally dominates over the poloidal rotation Vh, which is subject
to strong damping due to the magnetic pumping effect. The
toroidal rotation can strongly impact micro-instabilities, par-
ticularly long wavelength modes, through its contribution to
the equilibrium electric field

Er ¼
1

c
BhV/ + B/Vhð Þ þ

1

ne

@p

@r
;

for which the associated E! B flow shear can change insta-
bility growth rate linearly and cause turbulence decorrelation
nonlinearly.11 Here, B/ and Bh are the toroidal and poloidal
magnetic field components, respectively, and p is the ion
pressure. In NSTX, toroidal rotation is largely driven by the
momentum injection associated with neutral beam heating,
and toroidal rotation contribution to Er usually dominates
over the poloidal rotation and the pressure gradient term.

A typical example of equilibrium E! B shear effects on
low-k instabilities in NSTX is shown in Fig. 1. The results
are obtained from linear, multi-mode, global simulations of
an NBI-heated L-mode discharge. It is shown that the strong
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E! B shear flow, mainly contributed by NBI-driven toroidal
rotation, suppresses low-k instabilities over wide radii
(left panel of Fig. 1). At the radial location of strongest insta-
bility, the average growth rate is reduced by factor of five
(right panel of Fig. 1). In practice, particularly for analyzing
experimental data, a widely used stability criterion for look-
ing at E! B shear effects12 is to compare the E! B shear-
ing rate13 to the instability growth rate. While this rule is
useful, the real physics goes well beyond the over-simplified
picture, involving the effects on mode structure. Generally,
the E! B shear effects on instabilities are strongly mode-
dependent, varying case by case. As in Fig. 2, which illus-
trates the most unstable trapped electron modes for an NSTX
H-mode case, the E! B shear is shown to change the unsta-
ble mode family members and structure. The mostly unstable
modes have toroidal mode numbers n> 25 in the absence of
equilibrium E! B flow, in comparison to n< 25 in the pres-
ence of the E! B flow. Moreover, it is also shown that the
E! B shear flow can shift modes off the rational surface
specified by m=n ¼ qðrÞ (safety factor), which is indicated
by the red lines in Fig. 2. This results in a finite parallel
wavenumber kk " b̂ 'rhðm+ nqÞ, which enhances Landau
damping for the modes, causing a reduction in the growth
rate. This is also one mechanism by which E! B shear may
make modes less unstable.

B. Generic features of flow shear driven Kelvin-
Helmholtz mode in toroidal plasmas

The velocity shear also provides a source of free energy
which may drive its own instability and turbulence in magne-
tized plasmas.14 This is known as the drift-wave-type KH
instability.15–19 For parallel velocity shear, the instability
occurs due to ion parallel bunching caused by cross-field

convection of parallel flow. The associated electric field rein-
forces the convection, providing a positive feedback. It is
worth pointing out that the velocity shear driven mode in
plasmas is basically a drift wave like other pressure gradient
driven modes, such as ITG, and is fundamentally different
from the well-studied Kelvin-Helmholtz fluid instability due
to velocity shear in a single continuous fluid or velocity dif-
ference across the interface between two fluids.

In the past, the drift KH instability attracted a lot of in-
terest in plasma physics research. The theoretical studies car-
ried out at the time were mostly linear analyses in sheared
slab magnetic geometry and were based on the fluid model.
More recent nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations of ion temper-
ature gradient turbulence in toroidal plasmas observed
enhanced transport in the high parallel velocity shear regime
following the usual transport reduction due to the equilib-
rium E! B shear effect at medium flow shear regime,20–22

suggesting that a strong flow shear may trigger a new insta-
bility responsible for the observed transport enhancement.
However, direct gyrokinetic studies of drift-KH mode, in
particular, nonlinear studies, are still very limited.

In this section, we first examine the generic features of
drift-KH in toroidal plasmas using global gyrokinetic simula-
tions. The simulation study, which includes kinetic electrons,
is carried out using a DIII-D-size conventional tokamak ge-
ometry. We choose the temperature and density gradients for
electrons and ions to be small in order to make ITG and
TEM, which are two major turbulence sources in conven-
tional tokamaks, stable. Specifically, the ratios of major
radius over gradient scale lengths are R0=LTi ¼ R0=LTe

¼ R0=Ln ¼ 1:2. A large toroidal rotation gradient is setup in
the central core region, as shown in the left panel of Fig. 3.
The mode growth rate and frequency are illustrated in the

FIG. 1. Radial profiles of linear mode
intensity "hdU2i (left), and the time
histories of the mode intensity at the
radial location of strongest instability
(right) from simulations of an NSTX
discharge with and without equilibrium
Er.

FIG. 2. Linear TEM mode spectrum,
dU2

m;n, from simulations with (right)
and without (left) equilibrium Er for
an NSTX H-mode case, indicating
the locations of the most unstable
modes in (m, n) space. The red lines
indicate the mode rational surface with
m=n ¼ qðrÞ.
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middle panel of Fig. 3, which shows that strong flow shear
can drive low-k modes, roughly in the same range as ITG
mode. The modes have roughly a constant growth rate,
weakly depending on kh, unlike ITG which typically peaks
near khqs ¼ 0:5.

One remarkable feature of drift-KH modes, which is dis-
tinct from most drift wave instabilities, is that the eigenfunc-
tion is intrinsically shifted off its rational surface. Figure 4
shows the locations of the most unstable modes in the m; n
space for drift-KH (left), ITG (middle), and CTEM (right).
The dotted lines in the plots indicate the mode rational sur-
face m=n ¼ qðrÞ. Unlike the ITG and CTEM modes, most of
the KH modes are located away from their rational surface.
Note that this is not caused by the mean E! B shear, which
is not included in these simulations. In other words, there is
an intrinsic asymmetry in the parallel wavenumber spectrum
of KH modes, resulting in a finite kk " b̂ 'rhðm+ nqÞ. As a
consequence, the KH modes are subjected to stronger
Landau damping, reducing the growth rate, and increasing
the threshold of the instability. Moreover, the intrinsic kk-
symmetry breaking in the KH mode structure may enhance
Reynolds stress generation, which may strongly impact mo-
mentum transport23 and poloidal flow generation, as pro-
posed previously.24,25 However, it should be pointed out that
it is the turbulence fluctuation spectrum structure, rather than
its linear mode structure, that is critical in generating
Reynolds stress. As we will see later, the significant intrinsic
asymmetry present in the linear modes does not persist in the
turbulence fluctuations due to nonlinear toroidal mode

couplings. This suggests that the Reynolds stress generation
may not be as significant as it seems in terms of the linear
KH mode structure.

Now we discuss the nonlinear physics related to the sat-
uration of the KH instability. Figure 5 shows how fluctua-
tions evolve in k-space as the KH instability develops
towards saturated turbulence state. At the early phase (top-
left panel of Fig. 5), linearly unstable modes with toroidal
mode numbers n> 25 are excited in the vicinity of the
rational surface (with significant finite kk). At the stage when
the instability gets saturated, longer wavelength modes with
n< 25, which are linearly stable, are nonlinearly excited
due to toroidal mode couplings (top-middle panel of Fig. 5).
This process can be clearly identified through bi-coherence
analysis. The resulting bi-spectrum is presented in the lower-
left panel of Fig. 5, which shows a strong coupling of low-m
modes (linearly stable) to linearly unstable modes. Note that
the energy channeling for mode couplings in toroidal sys-
tems is highly selective. Namely, it occurs along a narrow
band around the rational surface in k-space so as to minimize
the parallel Landau damping. This is a characteristic feature
of nonlinear toroidal mode coupling. The KH instability con-
tinuously pumps energy at the higher-k range in the nonlin-
ear saturation state. A quasi-stationary turbulence state is
reached by balancing the energy pumping (by KH instabil-
ity) with energy redistribution in k-space (via nonlinear
mode couplings) and dissipation. The steady state turbulence
shows an overall down-shifted spectrum which is dominated
by the nonlinearly excited modes at longer wavelength (see

FIG. 3. Radial profiles of toroidal rotation gradient used for drift-KH simulations (left), linear growth rate c and real frequency xr of KH modes vs poloidal
wavenumber kh (middle), and contour plot of electric potential of KH modes (right).

FIG. 4. Locations of the most unstable modes in poloidal and toroidal mode number (m, n) space for drift-KH (left), ITG (middle), and CTEM (right) instabil-
ity. Dotted straight lines are m=n ¼ qðrÞ, indicating the mode rational surface.
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upper-right panel of Fig. 5). The nonlinearly excited mode
spectrum is shown to be localized along a narrow band cen-
tered around the rational surface and, as mentioned previ-
ously, the spectrum asymmetry that is present in the original
linear KH modes has mostly disappeared. In this process, the
nonlinear mode coupling due to the E! B nonlinearity
seems to play a major role in the recovery of the spectrum
symmetry in the longer wavelength fluctuations. The linear
toroidal mode coupling which couples together different
poloidal harmonics of a single-n mode via the magnetic cur-
vature term does not lead to the elimination of the spectrum
asymmetry in the linear phase. The feature of the linear
mode coupling appears unchanged in the nonlinear phase,
and it does not have a major effect on the spectrum symme-
try recovery. In addition to the inverse energy cascading pro-
cess described above, a strong generation of zonal flows is
also observed (lower-right panel), which also plays a critical
role in determining the turbulence saturation level.

C. Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and associated
turbulence transport in NSTX

The excitation of KH modes in toroidal plasmas requires
a large toroidal rotation with a strong gradient to overcome
various damping effects, including enhanced Landau damp-
ing due to finite kk, magnetic shear stabilization, and E! B
shear suppression associated with toroidal rotation gradient.
This makes it harder to destabilize KH modes in toroidal
plasmas compared to ITG and TEM. A rough evaluation of
the threshold for KH excitation based on analytic calcula-
tions in simple geometry is15,19

((((
MLn

Lx/

(((( > 1; (10)

where M ¼ V/=cs is the Mach number with the sound speed
cs ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Te=mi

p
; Lx/ and Ln are the toroidal rotation and den-

sity gradient scale lengths, respectively. As indicated in
Eq. (10), the density gradient is a stabilizing effect. As
noticed previously, the threshold for destabilizing KH is
hardly achievable for typical tokamak parameters.11 Indeed,
the KH modes have been observed in linear machines, but
there is no report of observing KH in tokamak experiments,
and neither a clear identification of the presence of KH
modes from direct numerical simulations for realistic
discharges.

However, the situation can be quite different in ST plas-
mas. Because of the smaller plasma volume, the external mo-
mentum injection provided by NBI can drive the ST plasma
to rotate much faster than in conventional tokamaks, bring-
ing it into a regime with M " 1 and a steep rotation gradient
where the KH could be destabilized. The instability condi-
tion of Eq. (10) is examined for an NBI-heated L-mode
NSTX discharge.26 As shown in Fig. 6, fast rotation (M " 1)
and steep rotation gradient make the KH drive well above
the instability threshold in the central core region, suggesting
the possible excitation of the mode. Direct linear and nonlin-
ear global gyrokinetic simulations are then carried out for
this experiment to provide a clear identification of the KH
modes and their role in driving transport.

Unlike most drift wave instabilities in toroidal plasmas,
the KH eigenmode structure displays an intrinsic asymmetry.
This unique feature provides a clear way for its identifica-
tion. Specifically, the KH modes shift off their rational

FIG. 5. Three time slices of the KH-driven density fluctuation spectra dn2
mn: linear growth phase (upper-left), an earlier time during nonlinear saturation

(upper-middle), and fully developed turbulence regime (upper-right); bi-spectrum b2ðm1;m2; m2 + m1Þ showing the coupling of three mode m1, m2, and
ðm2 +m1Þ (lower-left); and spatio-temporal evolution of zonal flow (lower-right). This nonlinear simulation uses the same parameters as in Fig. 3.
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surface as shown in Fig. 4, and correspondingly, have signifi-
cant finite kk proportional to the rotation gradient16,19

kk "
khqs

2cs

1

n

d nVk
! "

dr
" dx/

dr
: (11)

Our global simulations cover a radial domain from r=a
¼ 0:3 to 0.8. The size of the grid cells on the poloidal planes
is " local qi, and 200 particles/cell per species are used. The
equilibrium E! B is set to be zero in our linear simulations.
The simulated instability mode structures are illustrated in
Fig. 7. Indeed, in the region where the condition of Eq. (10)
is well satisfied, the excited modes are located away from
the rational surface to one side (upper-left panel of Fig. 7),
showing a strong asymmetry. In contrast to this, in the region
where the flow shear driver is weak (as indicated in Fig. 6),

unstable modes are basically located on the rational surface
(upper-right panel of Fig. 7), showing little asymmetry. Note
that there is a significant ion temperature gradient in the
region, which drives those ITG modes. Moreover, the direc-
tion to which the KH modes are shifted away from the
rational surface depends on the sign of the rotation gradient.
This can be seen from Eq. (11). This characteristic is further
tested as a fingerprint of KH modes by a simulation in which
we flip over the rotation profile, x/ ! +x/. As shown in
the lower-left panel of Fig. 7, the unstable modes in this case
are shifted away to the other side of the rational surface, con-
sistent with Eq. (11). Furthermore, we also carried out a sim-
ulation without toroidal rotation. In this case, only the ITG
modes are excited, which are in a similar range of toroidal
mode number as that of KH modes, but mostly located on
the rational surface (lower-right panel of Fig. 7). Therefore,
we conclude that the drift-wave KH modes are destabilized
in NSTX plasmas by strong toroidal rotation with large gra-
dient produced by NBI. For this specific discharge, both KH
modes and ITGs co-exist, although the KH modes grow
faster than ITGs.

Next, the nonlinear simulations of the same NSTX dis-
charge are carried out to investigate the role of KH instabil-
ity in driving plasma transport in NSTX. Our nonlinear
simulations include both electron and ion collisions, and a
self-consistent equilibrium radial electric field calculated
from the radial force balance equation in terms of experi-
mental pressure and toroidal rotation profiles, and a neoclass-
ical poloidal flow. The strong toroidal rotation makes a
dominant contribution to the equilibrium electric field for
this NSTX case. The associated E! B shear is found to have
strong influence on low-k fluctuations due to KH and ITG
instabilities. Linearly, it largely reduces the growth rate of
the mode and changes unstable mode family members and

FIG. 6. Radial profile of jMLn=Lx/ j and toroidal rotation gradient for an
NSTX L-mode shot.

FIG. 7. Linear mode spectra dUmn at
two radial locations (flux surfaces)
from simulations using different toroi-
dal rotations: at r=a ¼ 0:68 with real
toroidal rotation (upper-left), r=a ¼
0:58 with real rotation (upper-right),
r=a ¼ 0:68 with inverse rotation
(lower-left), and r=a ¼ 0:68 with zero
rotation (lower-right). Straight lines
indicate mode rational surfaces.
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structure, as discussed in Sec. III A. Nonlinearly, it modifies
fluctuation amplitude and spectrum. However, the equilib-
rium E! B shear does not fully suppress KH/ITG generated
turbulence, and a finite fluctuations level remains. The
upper-left panel of Fig. 8 shows a contour plot of potential
fluctuations on a poloidal plane at the saturated turbulence
state. The normalized potential fluctuation amplitude is
about ed/=Te " 1%. The turbulence fluctuations consist of
contributions from both KH and ITG modes. However, it is
hard to distinguish one from the other because their wave-
numbers are all in the low-k range, and because the intrinsic
asymmetry in mode structure that distinguishes the KH
modes from the ITG modes disappears as the instability
evolves into the turbulence state. It is noted that the KH tur-
bulence might leave a footprint in the feature of transport
asymmetry in the poloidal direction, namely, more promi-
nent transport in the higher field side compared to ITG
induced transport due to the difference in destabilizing
mechanism. In fact, toroidal KH modes are also observed to
balloon in the lower field side due to significant magnetic
curvature effect in toroidal geometry (see the right of Fig. 3).
The resulting turbulent fluctuations and transport appear
more prominent in the lower field side, too, showing no sig-
nificant difference than that of ITG. Since the KH growth
rate is larger than ITG, the KH contribution to the fluctuation
may dominate over ITG in this NSTX case. As shown in the
time history of various diffusivities (upper-right of Fig. 8),
the remaining low-k fluctuations can produce plasma trans-
port through multiple channels. Particularly, it can produce
significant ion thermal transport of experimental level in the
outer core region (lower-left panel of Fig. 8). It is interesting
to note that in similar DIII-D L-mode discharges, a so-called

transport “shortfall” was found when comparing the results
of gyrokinetic simulations and the measured ion heat flux in
the outer core region.27,28 As shown in the lower-left panel
of Fig. 8, the sum of KH/ITG fluctuation driven transport
and neoclassical transport which is calculated from a global
GTC-NEO simulation, including finite orbit width effect,29

can reproduce experimental vi profile fairly well (within a
factor of two) without considerable transport “shortfall” in
the outer core region. On the other hand, KH/ITG driven
transport contributes weakly to the experimentally observed
electron thermal transport, which is usually highly anoma-
lous and dominates over the ion channel transport in NSTX.
The cause for the highly anomalous electron thermal trans-
port remains a critical issue under investigation.

IV. DISSIPATIVE TRAPPED ELECTRON MODE AND
TURBULENCE

Magnetically trapped particles play many important
roles for equilibrium, stability, and transport of plasmas in
toroidal devices. In particular, the presence of trapped elec-
trons gives rise to specific electron drift wave instabilities,
the so-called trapped electron modes (TEM), which are one
of the major causes for anomalous plasma transport. There
are two types of TEM instabilities associated with different
trapped electron dynamics.30 In the range of relatively low
collision frequency (in comparison to the characteristic fre-
quencies of plasma motion) that current tokamak experi-
ments cover, a drift wave instability can be excited through
the trapped electron magnetic processional drift resonance
with the mode. This is the so-called “collisionless trapped
electron mode” (CTEM), which, along with the well-known

FIG. 8. Contour plot of electric poten-
tial during well-developed KH/ITG
turbulence (upper-left); time history of
ion thermal, particle and electron ther-
mal diffusivity of turbulence-driven
transport at r=a ¼ 0:68 (upper-right);
radial profile of turbulence-generated
and neoclassical ion thermal diffusivity
(lower-left); and turbulence-generated
electron thermal diffusivity (lower-
right) in comparison with experimental
values from TRANSP analysis.
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ITG mode, is believed to be a major source for low-k
(khqi " 1 or lower) fluctuations and associated turbulent
transport widely observed in tokamak devices. Another elec-
tron drift wave instability arises from a dissipation mecha-
nism due to electron collisions, which destabilizes the mode
through the scattering of trapped electrons into transit elec-
trons. This is the so-called “dissipative trapped electron mod-
es” (DTEM). Both CTEM and DTEM are driven by the free
energy provided by electron density and temperature gra-
dients. Collisions may also have a significant impact on
CTEM, linearly through electron drift precession, and nonli-
nearly through zonal flow damping.

A. Identification of DTEM and its outstanding features
in NSTX

The strength of CTEM and DTEM depends on the
trapped electron fraction "ða=RÞ1=2 [more precisely, the
growth rate is roughly proportional to ða=RÞ1=2]. CTEM is
found to be important in almost all present tokamaks. On the
other hand, as pointed out previously by linear calculation,31

the excitation of DTEM requires very steep electron density
or temperature gradients at the collisionality regime relevant
to present tokamaks, which can hardly be achieved for typi-
cal parameters of conventional tokamak regime. Indeed,
there is little experimental evidence, at least in the core
region of tokamak plasmas, showing DTEM to play a role in
driving transport. In low aspect ratio STs, the trapped parti-
cle fraction can be much higher than in conventional toka-
maks. This may make TEMs more important as turbulence
sources in STs. Our investigation shows that DTEM is more
likely to be present in ST regimes and make significant con-
tributions to plasma transport and confinement features,
while CTEM is subject to strong collisional stabilization in
the typical parameter regime of present ST experiments.
This is the opposite situation of conventional tokamaks.

Our investigation using gyrokinetic simulations is car-
ried out for an NBI-heated NSTX H-mode discharge with
strong toroidal rotation.32 As shown in Fig. 9, there are
strong electron gradients, in particular, the density gradient
presented in the central core region. In the same radial area,
there is also a very strong toroidal rotation shear and a

correspondingly strong E! B shear. The large gradient in
density is due to the temporal proximity to an edge localized
mode, but a DTEM is predicted to occur at this density gradi-
ent value as well as values that are lower by a factor of three.
Unlike the L-mode discharge we studied in Sec. III, the KH
mode is not excited by the toroidal rotation shear in this
case, mainly because of the presence of strong density gradi-
ent, which stabilizes the mode. On the other hand, the strong
density gradient is found to drive TEM unstable in the
region. Distinguishing DTEM from CTEM is made through
mode reactions to electron collisions. Our global simulations
cover q ¼ 0:3+ 0:8 with focus on q!0:65 (experimental
data for the Ti profile are not accurate for this shot in the
outer region beyond this point). Figure 10 presents the results
of mode structure in the linear phase for four nonlinear simu-
lations of the same discharge. These simulations are almost
identical except for one control parameter, which is used to
turn collisions on or off. The results clearly show how colli-
sions turn rn-driven instability from CTEM to DTEM.
When both electron and ion collisions are set to be zero, the
instability excited is CTEM (upper-left panel of Fig. 10).
The poloidal wavenumber for the most unstable CTEM
mode is khqs " 0:5, as indicated in the upper-middle panel
of Fig. 10. As we turn on both electron and ion collisions,
the unstable modes switch to ones with much larger struc-
tures (lower-left panel of Fig. 10), which are clearly different
from CTEM. The most unstable mode now peaks at khqs

" 0:1, as indicated in the lower-middle panel of Fig. 10.
Moreover, what destabilize the longer wavelength modes are
electron collisions rather than ion collisions. As shown in the
upper panels of Fig. 10, the unstable modes remain CTEMs
when there are no electron collisions and that even if the ion
collisions are present (upper-right panel). However, the pres-
ence of electron collisions is required for the longer wave-
length modes to be unstable (lower panels of Fig. 10) and the
ion collisions have little effect on that process. All these fea-
tures identify DTEM as the long wavelength modes observed
in the simulations of NSTX H-modes with real collision fre-
quencies, which are driven by electron gradients and destabi-
lized by electron collisions.

More interesting linear features of DTEM in comparison
with CTEM are presented in Fig. 11 which show the real fre-
quency and growth rate as a function of khqs. First, DTEM is
seen to be clearly separated from CTEM in k-space, as also
shown by the spatial scale separation between them in Fig. 10.
The scale separation from other low-k modes may be utilized
for identifying DTEM in ST experiments. Both DTEM and
CTEM have a real frequency close to the ion bounce frequency,
x " xb;i, falling into the so-called transition regime which is
usually not covered by analytical theory. Indeed, the linear
property of DTEM in NSTX differs significantly from the dis-
persion relation of DTEM originally derived by Kadomtsev
and Pogutse in very restricted parametric regimes:33

x ’ x#e þ i
ffiffi
!
p 6ffiffiffi

p
p gex

2
#e

"ei=!ð Þ ; (12)

where x#e is the electron diamagnetic drift frequency and
ge ¼ jrlnTe=rlnnej. For example, Eq. (12) indicates the

FIG. 9. Radial profile of plasma gradients R0=Ln; R0=LTe ; R0=LTi , and
R0=Lx/ for the NSTX H-mode discharge 140 620 at 536 ms.
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real frequency "x#e which increases with kh, and the growth
rate "1="ei, indicating that electron collisions stabilize the
mode. One most remarkable feature illustrated in Fig. 11
concerns the E! B shear effect on the instabilities. As indi-
cated by the finite growth rates calculated with the equilib-
rium Er included in Fig. 11, both CTEM and DTEM can
survive the strong experimental E! B shear mainly due to
strong NBI-induced toroidal rotation. However, the E! B
shear destabilization effect on DTEM is surprisingly weak
(almost negligible). On the other hand, the E! B shear can
reduce the CTEM growth rate by a factor of ten. Unlike the
normal broad-band fluctuations such as ITG and CTEM, the
DTEM observed in NSTX shows a large scale, quasi-
coherent eddy structure with a few dominant modes, which
may make it less sensitive to E! B shear. Moreover, unlike

the typical ballooning structure, which is located at the low-
field side mid-plane region, DTEM appears to also balloon
in the region of both top and bottom tips (see Fig. 10), prob-
ably due to additional magnetic wells at the location in
NSTX. This may make the E! B shearing effect, which is
poloidal-angle dependent, weaker. Nevertheless, the strong
survivability of DTEM may make it, in ST regime, a major
turbulence source dominant over CTEM, the latter is also
subject to strong collisional stabilization in NSTX, in addi-
tional to the normal E! B shear suppression effect.

On the other hand, DTEM is found to be hardly destabi-
lized in the conventional tokamak regime, as was pointed
out previously.31 Figure 12 presents a comparable example
in conventional tokamak. The comparable case is generated
using a realistic DIII-D geometry, combined with the same
NSTX plasma gradient profiles as in Fig. 9. In order to match
the typical temperature level of DIII-D plasmas, the NSTX
ion and electron temperatures are multiplied by a factor of 3
for the purpose of this case. Four simulations are carried out,
varying the electron collision frequency from zero to 40
times the real frequency (corresponding to the electron tem-
perature and density). As shown by the unchanged mode
structure (upper left and right panel of Fig. 12), CTEM is
persistently present and DTEM excitations are not observed
over a wide range of electron collisionalities. Increasing the
collisionality does not cause a mode switch from CTEM to
DTEM, but decreases the CTEM growth rate (lower-left
panel of Fig. 12), and consequently, the CTEM turbulence-
driven transport level (lower-right panel of Fig. 12).

B. Contribution of DTEM turbulence to NSTX transport

Nonlinearly, the saturation of DTEM is accompanied
with a significant spectrum down-shift and zonal flow

FIG. 11. Linear growth rate c and real frequency x (normalized by ion
bounce frequency xb;i) vs poloidal wavenumber kh for DTEM and CTEM
from simulations with "e ¼ 1 and "e ¼ 0, respectively.

FIG. 10. Contour plot of electric
potential showing the linear mode
structures of four simulations using
different collision frequencies for the
NSTX case in Fig. 8: "i ¼ "e ¼ 0
(upper-left), "i ¼ 1 and "e ¼ 0 (upper-
right), "i ¼ 1 and "e ¼ 1 (lower-left),
and "i ¼ 0 and "e ¼ 1 (lower-right).
Here, "i and "e are normalized by the
realistic ion and electron collision fre-
quency, respectively. Also plotted are
the linear mode spectra dU2

mn for the
"e ¼ 0 case (upper-middle) and for the
"e ¼ 1 case (lower-middle).
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generation—a quite robust phenomenon widely observed in
various drift wave turbulence.34–36 Compared to the CTEM
case (namely, using "e ¼ 0), the zonal flow generation in
DTEM turbulence seems more efficient. This is indicated
by the ratio of zonal flow energy and turbulence energy
growth rate at the turbulence developing phase, which is
1.98 for DTEM vs 1.52 for CTEM, as measured around the
radial location of peaked instability drive. Meanwhile, the
zonal flow in CTEM appears to have finer radial structures
(smaller kr) than that of DTEM. Furthermore, like the equi-
librium E! B flow, DTEM self-generated zonal flows are
observed to have weak effects on turbulence decorrelation.
Consistently, the saturated DTEM turbulence shows large
scale, quasi-coherent eddy structure as seen in a potential

contour plot (left in Fig. 13), with a narrow spectrum consist-
ing of a few dominant modes at a low-n range corresponding
to khqs " 0:03+ 0:08 (right in Fig. 13). This characteristic
distinguishes DTEM from other low-k turbulence and can be
utilized for its identification in experiments. The quasi-
coherent DTEM fluctuations are shown to drive significant
plasma transport in multiple channels. The simulated
DTEM-driven fluxes are compared with the experimental
values deduced from power, particle, and momentum bal-
ance based on measurement data in Fig. 14. It is observed
that the DTEM-generated ion energy flux is quite close to
the experimental value, and DTEM-induced particle and mo-
mentum transport are also close to experimental level in the
central core region where DTEM is unstable. However, the

FIG. 12. Simulation results of a com-
parable case for conventional tokamak
using a DIII-D geometry along with
the same NSTX density and tempera-
ture gradients as in Fig. 9: Contour
plot of electric potential at linear phase
for "e ¼ 0 (upper-left) and "e ¼ 40
(upper-right) showing persistent
CTEM instability with no DTEM pre-
sented. Also, plotted are the average
mode growth rate (lower-left) and satu-
rated ion and electron energy flux
(lower-right) as a function of electron
collision frequency.

FIG. 13. The snapshot of potential
fluctuations at saturated DTEM turbu-
lence (left) and spectrum dUmn (right)
from a nonlinear simulation of NSTX
discharge in Fig. 9.
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density gradient driven DTEM in this case appears not to
produce enough transport to account for the highly anoma-
lous electron energy flux in experiments. The simulated elec-
tron energy flux is about four times lower than the
experimental level estimated from TRANSP analyses. It
should be noticed that DTEM can also be driven by the free
energy provided by electron temperature gradient in the ST
parametric regime. In such cases, it is possible that DTEM
turbulence may generate large energy transport for electrons.
To demonstrate this, an example using the previous H-mode
equilibrium along with the plasma profiles of a reverse mag-
netic shear discharge where a strong electron temperature
gradient is present in the inner core region, forming an inter-
nal transport barrier,37,38 is studied. The strong electron

temperature gradient in the inner core region around r=a
¼ 0:3 (upper-right panel of Fig. 15) is shown to destabilize
either CTEM or DTEM, depending on the electron collision
frequency. For realistic collision frequencies, DTEM is
destabilized (lower-left and middle panels of Fig. 15), and
CTEM, which is present at artificially reduced electron
frequency (upper-left panels of Fig. 15), is stabilized.
Compared to linear CTEM modes, which show a broad-band
spectrum peaking at around khqs " 1 (upper-middle panel of
Fig. 15), DTEM consists of several dominant lower-n modes
at khqs " 0:55 and 0:65 (lower-middle panel of Fig. 15),
showing quasi-coherent features. As shown in the lower-
right panel of Fig. 15, rTe-driven DTEM fluctuations are
found to produce large electron thermal transport, with ve

FIG. 14. Simulated DTEM driven ion
and electron energy flux (left), and par-
ticle and effective toroidal momentum
diffusivity (right) in comparisons with
experimental values deduced from
TRANSP analysis.

FIG. 15. Results of a rTe-driven TEM case with NSTX parameters from two nonlinear simulations using different electron collision frequency: radial profile
of various plasma gradients R0=LTi ; R0=LTe ; R0=Ln (upper-right); contour plot of electric potential at a linear phase (upper-left) and corresponding spectrum
dU2

mn (upper-middle) for "e ¼ 0; contour plot of electric potential at a linear phase (lower-left) and corresponding spectrum dU2
mn (lower-middle) for realistic

electron collision frequency "e ¼ 1; time history of simulated DTEM-driven electron and ion thermal diffusivity with "e ¼ 1 (lower-right).
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value a few times higher than that produced by the rn-
driven DTEM fluctuations in the previous case. Therefore, it
is possible that DTEM may drive a large electron energy
transport.

It is also noticed that DTEM turbulence may drive an
intrinsic toroidal rotation as significant residual stress gener-
ation due to DTEM fluctuations is observed in these simula-
tions. However, the strong toroidal rotation in such NSTX
discharges is largely driven by the external NBI torque, and
the contribution of intrinsic rotation is small. Furthermore,
given that the E! B shear effects on DTEM are weak, we
expect that the effect of intrinsic rotation via its contribution
to the equilibrium E! B shear on DTEM turbulence is
weak. On the other hand, DTEM driven intrinsic rotation
may impact other low-k turbulence such as ITG and CTEM
in non-NBI-heated ST plasmas. We leave this interesting
issue for future studies.

V. COLLISIONALITY DEPENDENCE OF TEM-DRIVEN
TRANSPORT AND CONFINEMENT SCALING IN
SPHERICAL TOKAMAKS

We have shown that DTEM may provide a robust turbu-
lence source for driving transport in ST regime. The roles of
collisions played in DTEM are subtle and non-trivial.39 It is
highly interesting to examine how DTEM-driven transport
depends on collisions, in particular, whether DTEM can con-
tribute to the confinement scaling of ST devices. Note that
the effect of DTEM on energy confinement in tokamaks was
discussed.40 In NSTX, the energy transport is usually domi-
nated by the electron channel, particularly in H-modes. It has
been observed that the energy confinement time sE in NSTX
is proportional to the inverse of the electron collisionality
"#;e, more specifically BTsE " "+0:79

#;e .41 This scaling was
observed in NSTX H-mode discharges and will be further
tested in the lower collisionality regime of NSTX-U experi-
ments. It predicts a higher performance for future advanced
STs in burning plasma regime compared to conventional
large aspect ratio tokamaks, such as ITER. Understanding
the underlying mechanism remains a critical issue for experi-
mental and theoretical research, which contributes to the im-
portant knowledge base needed for developing future
advanced ST experiments. It has been proposed that the
micro-tearing instability, which is driven by the electron
temperature gradient and destabilized by electron collisions,
may introduce the 1="#;e-scaling.42 However, it is also
shown that the strong E! B shear in NSTX can strongly
suppress the micro-tearing instability.

On the other hand, DTEM, which is also destabilized by
electron collisions in NSTX regime, can well survive the ex-
perimental, high level of E! B shear, providing a possible
candidate contributing to the observed confinement scaling.
A series of nonlinear simulations using the H-mode case of
Fig. 9 are carried out for a collisionality scan, varying the
electron collision frequency from zero to four times the real-
istic electron frequency. As shown in Fig. 16, a change in the
electron collision frequency causes a turbulence transition
from CTEM to DTEM. CTEM turbulence is only present in
very collisionless regimes that are not accessible by NSTX.

This suggests that CTEM probably play little role in NSTX
and its upgrade NSTX-U. In the collisionality range that
NSTX plasmas operate in, DTEM turbulence is dominant.
DTEM-driven transport in all channels, including electron
and ion energy fluxes, is shown to increase close to linearly
as the electron collisionality increases. This indeed gives the
same trend as the confinement time scaling obtained from
the NSTX H-mode database. The physics behind this result
is quite straightforward. Namely, collision-induced destabili-
zation of DTEM becomes stronger as electron collisions
increase in NSTX parametric regime. In contrast, CTEM-
induced transport in the conventional tokamak regime gives
an opposite trend, as is shown in Fig. 12. This result suggests
that in electron-heated burning plasmas in tokamaks, such as
the ITER regime where CTEM may become a dominant tur-
bulence sources, the plasma confinement may degrade as the
heating power increases. One highly interesting result found
from this collisionality scan study is that there exists a
unique parametric range in collision-induced “CTEM to
DTEM” transition in ST plasmas, where electron collisions
are high enough to fully stabilize CTEM, but not too high to
excite DTEM. If ST experiments are operated in this
turbulence-free regime, in principle, it may allow access to a
minimum transport state and achieve high plasma confine-
ment. Corresponding to this minimum transport state in
collision-induced CTEM to DTEM transition, the electron
collision frequency is about one to two orders of magnitude
lower than that of NSTX plasmas, which may correspond to
the collisionality regime of future advance STs.

VI. DISCUSSION ON THE EFFECT OF SHORT SCALE
FLUCTUATIONS ON THE CONFINEMENT SCALING

In this section, we discuss the role of electron gyroradius
scale turbulence in NSTX, in particular, its possible contri-
bution to the confinement scaling based on insights obtained
from nonlinear simulations of short scale turbulence.

Short scale fluctuations were identified in NSTX experi-
ments by high-k micro-wave coherent scattering measure-
ments,43 which are linked to electron temperature gradient

FIG. 16. Simulated TEM-driven ion and electron energy fluxes as a function
of normalized electron collision frequency. Note that the CTEM data points
actually correspond to the use of zero electron collision frequency. These
simulations are performed for the NSTX case in Fig. 9.
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(ETG) mode driven turbulence. Global, nonlinear simula-
tions of ETG turbulence for experimental discharges were
carried out for direct validation against the high-k fluctuation
measurements in NSTX, and quantitatively testing the role
of ETG for driving anomalous electron energy transport in
experiments.44 Global kinetic simulation of electron scale
turbulence in a real fusion device is highly challenging. To
reduce the excessive computational cost, our global ETG
simulations used adiabatic ions, neglecting couplings
between ETG and low-k turbulence. The simulated ETG
density fluctuations show a k? spectrum in general agree-
ment with experimental measurements in the range of
k?qs " 5+ 15, which is the range that the high-k scattering
diagnosis covers. The simulations also indicate a significant
ETG-induced contribution to anomalous electron heat trans-
port in NSTX, as shown in Fig. 17. One remarkable new fea-
ture observed from these nonlinear ETG simulations is that
there exists direct, strong energy coupling between high-k
ETG modes and electron geodesic acoustic modes (e-GAMs
with high frequency and poloidal mode number m¼ 1 in
density perturbation). This can be clearly seen in Fig. 18,
which illustrates the nonlinear spectral evolution in 2-
dimensional perpendicular wavenumber space (kr; kh) of the
density fluctuations in a small area located on the mid-plane
as ETG develops. During the linear phase, the mostly unsta-
ble ETG modes are excited at around khqs " 13, with strong
anisotropy in the spectrum, namely, kr - kh (left penal of
Fig. 18), corresponding to radially elongated streamers in

real space. When the instability reaches saturation, the ETG
energy is remotely transferred (in k-space) to the m¼ 1
e-GAM mode via nonlinear mode coupling. At the well-
developed turbulence state, the fluctuation spectrum down-
shifts and peaks at khqs " 6, along with the presence of
strong e-GAM. During this process, a low frequency zonal
flow with fine radial scale is also generated and continuously
grows, which co-exists with radially elongated streamers in
the nonlinear phase of ETG turbulence. This direct energy
channeling from ETG to e-GAM and low frequency zonal
flows observed in the simulations may represent an effective
mechanism for nonlinear ETG saturation, suggesting that the
collisional damping of zonal flows and e-GAMs may have
an impact on the formation of the steady state fluctuation
spectrum and saturation level. Direct dependence of ETG on
electron collisionality is weak. However, the effect of elec-
tron collisions on ETG-driven transport could be introduced
via collisional zonal flow and e-GAM damping, in analogy
to the well-known paradigm of zonal flow regulating fluctua-
tions in ITG turbulence. An example that ion collisions influ-
ence fluctuation-driven transport in ITG turbulence is
presented in Fig. 19, which is obtained from global simula-
tions of a DIII-D discharge where a significant ion tempera-
ture gradient in the inner core region drives the instability.
The simulations include kinetic electrons and consistent neo-
classical physics. The increase of ITG-driven ion thermal

FIG. 17. Time history of ve from a global ETG simulation of an NSTX dis-
charge and comparison with experimental estimate.

FIG. 18. Time evolution of 2D spectra of density fluctuations from an ETG simulation of NSTX, showing direct energy coupling from ETG to e-GAM.

FIG. 19. Calculated ITG turbulence driven ion thermal conductivity as a
function of normalized ion collision frequency from global simulations of a
DIII-D discharge.
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transport with the increase of ion collisions is attributed to
the decrease of zonal flow amplitude due to enhanced colli-
sional damping. Also noticed in Fig. 19 is that the collision
effect on ITG-driven ion transport becomes weaker or negli-
gible at lower collisionality regime. This is because of the
separation between the time scale for zonal flow collisional
damping and the time scale for turbulence to develop. As we
move to a lower collisionality regime, the former becomes
much longer than the latter. In experiments, a similar strong
dependence of ITG-driven ion heat flux on ion collisions was
also observed in ion-transport dominated H-mode dis-
charges.45,46 Given that strong, direct coupling between ETG
modes and e-GAMs and zonal flows may exists, it is a rea-
sonable to expect that a similar mechanism for electron colli-
sions to influence fluctuation-driven electron transport may
occur in ETG turbulence, which may possibly lead to the
scaling of confinement time proportional to 1="#;e. This
mechanism is subject to further investigations to verify,
using nonlinear ETG simulations, scanning with electron
collision frequency.

VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

Nonlinear global gyrokinetic simulations of NSTX
experiments have identified two distinct turbulence sources
responsible for plasma transport in the unique spherical toka-
mak regime. Compared to conventional tokamaks of larger
sizes, momentum injected through neutral beam heating can
rotate the plasma toroidally much faster in NSTX, with a
Mach number M " 1, along with steep gradients in the core
region. Such a strong toroidal rotation is shown to destabilize
drift-wave Kelvin-Helmholtz modes in NSTX L-modes. For
the first time, the Kelvin-Helmholtz mode is found to be rele-
vant to realistic fusion experiments. Clear identification of
the KH mode in NSTX is made through its characteristic
mode structure, which has an intrinsic asymmetry with
respect to the mode rational surface, a unique feature that
distinguishes itself from other drift wave modes, such as
ITG, which is also unstable in the NSTX case we studied
and in the same range of wavelengths as that of KH.
Nonlinearly, KH instability is saturated through energy
transfer to longer wavelength, linearly stable modes via to-
roidal mode coupling, along with strong zonal flow genera-
tion, a quite robust paradigm observed in most drift wave
turbulence systems. On the other hand, the strong rotation
gradient creates a E! B shear, which is shown to reduce
KH/ITG-produced low-k fluctuations and associated trans-
port both linearly by changing the unstable mode family
members and structure, and nonlinearly by modifying fluctu-
ation amplitude and spectrum. However, even at the reduced
level, the remaining low-k fluctuations can drive transport in
multiple channels for NSTX plasmas, in particular, a signifi-
cant ion thermal transport (larger than neoclassical one) rele-
vant to experimental level in the outer core region (no ion
transport “shortfall” observed). We also note that KH/ITG
turbulence contributes weakly to the observed, highly anom-
alous electron thermal transport in NSTX.

The other new, important turbulence source identified in
NSTX is the dissipative trapped electron mode, which is

shown to be hardly destabilized and believed to play little
role in typical parameter regimes of conventional tokamak.
Partially due to the high trapped electron fraction, long
wavelength DTEMs are destabilized in NSTX collisionality
regime by large electron density and temperature gradients
achieved in H-mode plasmas. On the other hand, collision-
less trapped electron mode, which is driven by the same free
energy provided by electron pressure gradients, is fully stabi-
lized by collisions in NSTX regime. Compared to CTEM,
DTEM’s poloidal wavelengths are about 2–5 times longer.
The clear spatial scale separation can be helpful for its iden-
tification in experiments. One most remarkable feature of
DTEM is that the normal E! B shear destabilization effect
on the mode is surprisingly weak, if not negligible. This
allows DTEM to survive the strong E! B shear associated
with large toroidal rotation in NSTX and become a major
turbulence source dominant over other low-k modes, such as
ITG and CTEM. In contrast to the broad-band fluctuations of
typical ITG and CTEM turbulence, DTEM fluctuations ex-
hibit the features of quasi-coherent modes, consisting of sev-
eral dominant low-n modes. This characteristic can also be
used as a fingerprint for its experimental identification.
DTEM fluctuations are shown to contribute significant trans-
port to ion energy, particle, and toroidal momentum, in rea-
sonable agreement with experimental level in H-mode. We
also show that, for certain plasma parameters, DTEM can
possibly drive a large electron energy flux of experimental
level in NSTX. More interestingly, in the NSTX collisional-
ity regime, DTEM-driven transport is shown to decrease
with a decrease in electron frequency. Given that DTEM
could be robustly present in NSTX H-modes, this result sug-
gests that DTEM may provide one possible source for the
experimentally observed scaling of confinement time inver-
sely proportional to the electron collisionality. In contrast,
the collisionality dependence of CTEM-driven transport in
conventional tokamak regimes shows an opposite trend,
which may suggest a possible mechanism for confinement
degradation in electron heated burning plasmas as the heat-
ing power increases (electron temperature goes up). In addi-
tion, our discussion is extended to the collisional effect on
electron transport produced by short scale fluctuations due to
ETG turbulence. The existence of direct energy channeling
from ETG to e-GAM and zonal flow as observed in our non-
linear ETG simulations of NSTX give rise to a way by which
electron collisions can affect ETG-driven transport through
collisional zonal flow damping. Interestingly, we show that
there exists a turbulence-free regime in collision-induced
CTEM to DTEM transition for ST plasmas, in which the col-
lisional drive mechanism is not strong enough to excite
DTEM in the one hand, and the collisionless drive mecha-
nism (magnetic drift resonance), on the other hand, is also
too weak to excite CTEM. This predicts a natural access to a
minimum transport state in the low collisionality regime that
future advanced STs may cover.

It is interesting to note that the long wavelength trapped
ion mode (TIM)47 with the mode frequency lower than the
ion bounce frequency may also be present and play a role in
ST regimes due to a high fraction of trapped ions. In particu-
lar, the dissipative TIM, which is destabilized by electron
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collisions and damped by ion collisions when the effective
collision frequency of trapped particles exceeds the magnetic
drift frequency, is more relevant and could possibly impact
the ST confinement scaling. Meanwhile, the collisionless
TIM at very high temperature regime, which does not
directly involve collisions, could be less relevant. Identifying
TIMs and their roles in STs would be an interesting subject
for future studies. Finally, we point out that our current non-
linear gyrokinetic studies focus on the electrostatic turbu-
lence regime. It would be highly interesting to investigate
how KH and DTEM turbulence and transport are modified
by electromagnetic effects due to high-b values in ST plas-
mas. This is a largely unexplored topic which should be
addressed in the future.
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